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America’s Leading Distributor

of Architectural Wood Products, Decorative Surfacing,
Architectural Millwork and Hardware located in 31 major
US cities, servicing 35 states.
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WHY MAKE RUGBY YOUR SUPPLIER?
Rugby is Proven Reliability. Rugby is committed to fulfilling its promise
to supply high quality products, competitively priced and delivered
in a timely manner by industry professionals who know the value of
exceptional service.
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CABINETS AND ACCESSORIES:

CABINETS AND ACCESSORIES:

RUGBY

RUGBY

When You Need Cabinets, You Need Rugby!
Count on Rugby to deliver precisely engineered cabinets with your choice of traditional
or contemporary door styles. All our products are engineered from high quality
materials and backed by comprehensive product warranties.
• Over 1000 different cabinet accessory options
• Both contemporary and traditional door styles

You provide the space, and we’ll provide all the cabinet
and accessory solutions you need to get the job done right.

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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CABINETRY:

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES:

KITCHEN KOMPACT

WILSONART LAMINATE

There’s solid wood durability built into every
KK cabinet. From the hardwood doors and stiles to
the solid wood elements, each cabinet is built to last.
Note these quality features:
• All frames are built of solid 3/4” hardwoods. Each
rail is kiln-dried, joined by mortise and tenon, and
then glued for added strength
• Solid wood toe kicks, 3/4” thick
• Solid wood hanging strips on wall and base
cabinets, located at the top and bottom
• End panels consist of 3-ply construction, 1/2” thick
engineered wood core with hardwood veneers
All painted and stained cabinets are protected with
a durable topcoat. The result is a surface that is
virtually “family-proof,” resisting many household
chemicals, water, alcoholic beverages, mild acids,
and even nail polish.
The result is more than just a kitchen you can cook
in— it’s a kitchen you can live in at a price you can
live with.

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Wilsonart Engineered Surfaces is a world leading
manufacturing and distribution organization that is driven
by a mission to create innovative, high performance
surfaces people love, with world-class service our
customers can count on, delivered by people all over
the world who care.
With hundreds of kitchen countertop designs and bathroom
vanity surfaces to choose from, including woodgrains,
abstracts and solids, you’re certain to find the perfect
solution for all of your project needs. Wilsonart laminate
designs are available with a number of premium finish
options, too. From traditional matte and glossy finishes
to abstract textures, you can create
a custom look for every surface.
Wilsonart’s enhanced antimicrobial protection is built into
the laminate to protect the surface against damaging
microbes. Antimicrobial agents protect the surface against
growth of mold and mildew that cause stains and odors
when used for countertops and work surfaces.
SOLICOR™

/ OPEN /

Wilsonart® SOLICOR™ is a specialty
laminate created with a solid color core
that lets you design visually crisp and
stunning spaces by eliminating the
disruptive brown line at the edges.
Chemsurf®

Brochure

Specifically designed for environments where chemicals
and harsh cleaners are used, Wilsonart® Chemsurf®
provides exceptional chemical resistance without
sacrificing design or style. Available in Matte finish.
Brochure

NATIONWIDE,
FAMILY-OWNED
MADE IN THE USA

Price List

Decorative Metals
Wilsonart® Decorative Metals collection is the high-tech
hybrid of industrial flair and sophisticated design. Whether
used for vertical applications or as an accent to countertops,
the Decorative Metals line is surprisingly adaptable and a
virtually unbreakable addition to any commercial project.

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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ADHESIVES AND EDGEBANDING:

METAL DESIGNS AND LAMINATES:

WILSONART

CHEMETAL

ADHESIVES
Wilsonart® Adhesives are specifically formulated
to offer unparalleled bonding performance for High
Pressure Decorative Laminate and other surfacing
products. The Wilsonart Adhesive product line
includes solvent-based and water-based contact
adhesives, PVA-type white glues, wood glues,
solvents, cleaners and custom colored matched
caulk for Wilsonart® Laminate, Wilsonart® Solid
Surface and Wilsonart® Quartz designs.
CONTACT
Wilsonart® Adhesives have held together many
of America’s foremost projects since 1970.
Wilsonart® Contact Adhesives are specifically
formulated for use with High Pressure Laminate.
With outstanding bond strength and high heat
resistance, our contact adhesives are the perfect
choice for your countertop, fixture or panel.
PVA

/ OPEN /

From fast-setting adhesives to high
performing wood glues, Wilsonart’s
lineup of poly-vinyl acetate (PVA)
adhesives and specialty products
are sure to meet the needs of any
laminating or woodworking operation.

EDGEBAND

Brochure

• A smoother finish
• More heat resistant
• Minimizes heat shrinkage issues
• Minimizes attraction of dust
• Lighter weight
• Easier to handle

Chemetal is a second-generation family-owned
company that has been in business for over 50
years. It’s part of a larger multi-division family
business located in Easthampton, Massachusetts, a
former mill town in bucolic Western Massachusetts.
Our materials are sold worldwide through an
international, though mostly national, distributor
network.
We offer design professionals a massive collection
of over 200 metal designs and laminates. We make
many designs in-house; deeply brushing, aging and
adding patinas by hand and machine. Our designs
are unique works of art, created with a manufacturing
consistency to ensure repeatability. We also source
some of the best metal designs the world over. It
adds up to what we consider the most expansive
collection of metal designs for interiors that you’ll find
anywhere.
Depending on item, Chemetal is available in
4’ x 8’, 4’ x 10’, 2’ x 8’, 2’ x 10’ and custom sizes.
Chemetal has a complete metal working facility
that can create custom size pieces, bends, wraps
and more.

At last, an Edgeband solution that
complements nearly 200 Wilsonart®
Contract Laminate designs!
Wilsonart® Edgeband is made of ABS
plastic*, a recyclable, chlorine-free
polymer that offers these benefits over
traditional PVC and HPL strip edging:

Chemetal is a great and relatively easy way for
design professionals to use metal in their interior
design projects. We have one of the world’s largest
collections of metal designs and laminates. They are
sold in standard laminate sheet sizes. Our decorative
materials are specified and installed in commercial
interior projects in hospitality, retail, corporate,
signage, furniture, restaurant, stadium and arena
environments. Chemetal is ideal for vertical and light
duty horizontal use.

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Brochure

Brochure

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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ACRYLIC SOLID SURFACE: STARON
ADHESIVES: INTEGRA ADHESIVES

DOORS AND ACCESSORIES:
CONESTOGA WOOD SPECIALTIES

8

POPULAR DOOR DESIGNS
100% Acrylic Solid Surface
Staron high-performance acrylic solid surface
is known for excellent workability and
easy maintenance. Its homogenous, color-through
composition is non-porous and ultra-hygienic,
making Staron an ideal surfacing option for
a wide range of commercial interior applications
and residential spaces.
• 10-year limited commercial warranty
• Ultra hygienic / non-porous
• Thermo-formable
• 90 design inspired color options available
/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Brochure

Leaflet

Sample Binder
Available

Rugby offers a complete selection of custom cabinet
doors and wood cabinet components. We have built a
reputation of offering high quality products with absolute
dependability and support of our customer’s needs. You
can count on Rugby for on time delivery and accurate
order status communication, and our free estimating
service insures you know your precise costs.
Rugby is proud to partner with Conestoga Wood
Specialties, offering a wide selection of hand crafted
custom doors:
* Wood doors offered in many species,
pre-finished or unfinished
* Laminated doors for high wear applications
* Textured Melamine Slab Doors
* High gloss & Aluminum Doors
* Matching Veneers, Hoods, Wood Moldings,
Corbels and Legs
* Custom Dovetail Drawer Boxes and
Interior Storage Products
* High-quality furniture grade finishing process –
Paints, Stains & Glazes

CRP-10

TW-10

with Veneered
Center Panel

Veneered Panel
with Edgeband

CRP-10827

CRP-10875

PRESIDENTIAL

Rugby also offers a wide variety of Thermoform doors:
available in a wide variety of colors, matching moldings,
and veneers.
Please call for additional information, catalogs, and
pricing information.

Shown with
Slant Raised Panel

Shown with
Slant Raised Panel

Manufacturers of Innovative Adhesive Products for
Solid Surface, Quartz Surfaces, Natural Stone and
Composites. Surface Bonder. Epoxy/Methacrylate
Adhesive for Quartz, Natural Stone, Ceramics and
Solid Surface.
/ OPEN /

VERONA

with Veneered
Center Panel

Brochure

ASTORIA

Shown with Slant
Raised Panel
(Flat Shaker Panel
also available)

855-650-3265

CRP-30

Shown with
Slant Raised Panel

www.rugbyabp.com

MITER
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POLYMER CABINETRY: THERMOFORM
ADVANCED DOOR CONCEPTS

ARCHITECTURAL DECOR:
QUERKUS

10

Unique designs, every time
Now you can make every project one of a kind
As a top flight partner for designers, cabinetmakers,
and kitchen manufacturers, Thermoform is creating
new design opportunities inspired by the freshest,
boldest trends in thermoplastics.
1-PIECE DOORS
Offer your customers top of the line polymer cabinets
in an incredible array of colors, patterns, textures,
and finishes.
5-PIECE DOORS
Get the best of both worlds—the durability of
polymers and the look of wood. Our 5-piece polymer
door looks just like traditional wood cabinetry.

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Textured European White Oak & Reclaimed Panels
• Wire brushed & patented “saw effect” scratching
• Mixmatch technique to give natural appearance
of solid wood
• Thick cut veneer for deep brushing and scratching
• European white oak – matched for color consistency
• Reclaimed veneer from railways in Europe
• 20mm 48.8” x 98.4” on MDF
• 0.8mm and 1mm edgeband available,
brushed and scratched

/ OPEN /

Sample Binder
Available

/ OPEN /
1-Piece
catalog

5-Piece
Catalog

Outdoor Kitchens
Catalog

ADVANCED

Brochure

DOOR CONCEPTS

Advanced Door Concepts, Inc.
began operations in October
of 2001 and have the capacity
to offer a high quality door in
over 50 colors and over 50 door
styles, along with a very quick
turnaround time.

Edgebanding

/ OPEN /

4 of 14 Colors Stocked by Rugby

Brochure

Adagio

855-650-3265

Baltimore

Hoboken

www.rugbyabp.com

Havana
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ARCHITECTURAL DECOR:

ARCHITECTURAL DECOR:

SHINNOKI

ECHO WOOD

Shinnoki offers prefinished wood veneered panels
for architects and cabinet makers to design and create
stylish and distinctive interiors. Unlike regular veneered
panels, Shinnoki products are ready-to-use and as easy
to work with as a melamine board, huge time and
cost-saving but with the same unique look and feel
that is typical for real wood veneer.
• Prefinished wood panels – 10% sheen matte finish
• Mix match technique to give natural appearance of
solid wood
• Unique Designs created by a team of top
European Designers
• Protective peel coat to protect finish
• 19mm 48.8” x 109.8” NAF MDF – 2 sided
• Prefinished 0.6mm edgeband and 1mm ABS
edgeband available

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /
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• High quality, reconstituted, real wood veneer
• 16 popular patterns
• 0.6mm and 2.0mm matching edgebanding
• Veneer sheets or custom panel lay up
• Subject to volume and lead time, an infinite
array of custom colors and patterns available
• NAUF, NAF options
• FSC® options available
/ OPEN /

Brochure

Edgebanding

A&D Binder

Fan & Prefinished Sets

/ OPEN /

16 Colors Stocked by Rugby

Natural Oak

Ivory Oak

Milk Oak

Chalk Ash

Shinnoki
Brochure
Desert Oak

Manhattan Oak

Granite Walnut

Dusk Frake

Stone Triba

Mineral Triba

Frozen Walnut

Cinnamon Triba

Smoked Walnut

Stardust Walnut

Chocolate Oak

Raven Oak

Edgebanding

Shinnoki Acoustics
Brochure

Astrata
Brochure

4 of the 16 Colors Stocked by Rugby

Qtr.Wenge

855-650-3265

Monterey

Napa

www.rugbyabp.com

PS Walnut
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ARCHITECTURAL DECOR:

VENEERS AND EDGEBANDING:

ECHO WOOD PFP

VENEER TECH

• Environmentally friendly wood product with
accelerated fabrication times
• Consistent 2-sided UV finish with 15o sheen
• Eliminates the need for composing and
laying-up the veneers
• Eliminates the need for a finishing line
• Provides environmentally sound finish
• FSC® options available
/ OPEN /
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Premium Hardwood
Sheet Veneer & Edgebanding
Veneer Technologies, Inc. manufactures high
end decorative hardwood veneer faces. They
carry most domestic species and have access
to many exotic species from around the world.
They currently operate ten continuous cross feed
splicers, producing approximately
6.5 million finished square feet of
face veneer per month.
/ OPEN /
SHEET VENEER

Brochure

Edgebanding

Manufactured with a select grade face
veneer crosslinked to a variety
of backers. Backers include 10 mil, 20
mil, 2-ply with cross-grain back, 3M peeln-stick, polyback, true phenolic. Sizes are
4’ x 8’, 4’ x 10’, 4’ x 12’.
Custom sizes available.

Brochure

WOOD EDGEBANDING

A&D Binder

Fan & Prefinished Sets

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard wood edgebanding
500’ rolls, fleeced and sanded
250’ rolls, preglued EVA hotmelt
UV prefinished, preglued or fleece backed
Widths ½” to 2”
Custom widths and lengths available

MELAMINE EDGEBANDING

4 of the 16 Colors Stocked by Rugby

• Standard colors
• 250’ rolls
• Preglued

Most Domestic and Many Exotic Species Available

White Maple

Walnut

Alder

Cherry

Sapele

White Oak

Teak

THICK WOOD EDGE ROLLS
• 328’ rolls. Thickness 1mm, 1.5mm,
2mm, and 3mm

Macassar

Qtr. Champagne

Qtr. Zebrano

Qtr. Cherry

Please inquire about available widths and species

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com

European Beech

Mahogany
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HARDWOOD PLYWOOD:

HARDWOOD PLYWOOD:

COMMONWEALTH

DRAGON PLY AND CABINET GRADE BIRCH

Premium Hardwood Plywood
Serving our clients since 1940,
the Commonwealth Plywood Company Ltd is a
fully integrated forest products company: Veneer,
Lumber, Plywood, Flooring, and
Distribution. Commonwealth Plywood is growing
continuously to provide products
of superior quality marketed worldwide.
The distribution division offers a complete
and innovative range of products for kitchen
and cabinetmakers, architects, designers, and
woodworkers.
Today, Husky Plywood – Ste-Therese, manufactures
up to 16 000 panels per week. Based on our
established position and focus on quality, we offer
an impressive range of wood species in a variety of
grades and numerous options of cores that can be
laminated to your specifications.

Building on the reputation of Quality and Consistent
Performance, Dragon Ply is proud to present the
newest offerings from the South East Asian region of
the globe.
• New countries of origin and new
fiber supply chains
• The same consistent quality and
performance
• Same cost savings advantage
• Available in both thick and thin face
options in several species
• Thick fancy veneers are graded on
HPVA standards and composed at
the factories using state of the art
European veneer composers
• FSC® certified available on request.
TSCA Title VI compliant

/ OPEN /

Brochure

CABINET GRADE
BIRCH
• Directly sourced and imported
by Rugby
• Quality control inspected by our
onsite staff ensures consistent
performance and value
• Acacia/Eucalyptus Veneer Core
provides flat and stable panels
• Thickness tolerance +/- 0.5mm
• Moisture content under 14%
• Our corporate compliance
program ensures a responsible
and legal supply chain
• TSCA tested and certified

/ OPEN /

Brochure

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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MELAMINE:

ADHESIVES:

EGGER TFL

TITEBOND AND PERMAGRIP

Feelwood synchronized pore (EIR) on TFL
EGGER’s Feelwood range of decors
specially designed with multi-layers of papers to
create a depth of texture often seen with solid wood.
These decors represent the premium category
among the 223 TFL decors within the EGGER
decorative collection.

Rugby is a full line distributor of all Titebond & Franklin
products. Titebond I, II & III Wood Glue, Color matched
caulking, Heavy Duty Construction Adhesive, Fast Set
Polyurethane Construction Adhesive, FRP Solvent
Free Adhesive, Weather Master Sealants, Ultimate MP,
Silicones.
/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Brochure

Wood Adhesive
Brochure

Benefits:
• CARB2/TSCA conformity and FSC®
Mix Credit certified products are available on request
• No compromise in appearance and performance due to
available décor matching laminate and edging materials
• Offer the best of two worlds: Wood reproductions
designed by nature with a high-quality and
lightfast finish
• Benefit from short lead times through local stock

/ OPEN /

Brochure

Decorative Collection
Folder

Permagrip Adhesive products are designed for
difficult and demanding applications for many product
assembly. Permagrip’s goal is to service our customers
with the best products and application knowledge in
the industry. From our inception, Permagrip Adhesives
has grown exponentially providing liquid solvent based,
water based and aerosol/canister adhesives.
Permagrip is ideal for:
/ OPEN /

Edgebanding
Available

Cabinets and Millwork / Gaming
Countertops / Office Furniture / Case
Goods / Panel Lamination / Furniture /
Foam Fabricating/Marine/Aftermarket
Automotive

Brochure
855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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PARTICLEBOARD:

HARDWARE:

ARAUCO

SALICE

20
2

DURAFLAKE PARTICLEBOARD
Duraflake is the particleboard specialist with
a wide variety of custom-engineered grades
to fit specific market needs.
Manufactured in Albany, Oregon, predominantly
with Douglas fir, a material that is known for
strength and stability, the Duraflake particleboard
brand is renowned for its specialty grade offerings.
Each panel is engineered to perform in a host of
applications such as, cabinets, countertops, shelving,
store fixtures, office furniture and door components.
Duraflake products are available in thickness ranges
from 3/8” to 1 3/4”, are ECC™ certified for emissions,
and may contribute to LEED points for your project.

3

Established in 1989, Salice America reflects the
leadership claimed by the European parent company
for over 50 years.
A complete product line of concealed hinges,
drawer slides and sliding door systems has made
our company the technology leader of the market,
a never ending task requiring solid engineering and
innovative mentality.
The Salice range of products provides elegant and
highly desirable enhancements to everything that
kitchens are used for, with an almost infinite variety
of solutions that can be customised to suit your own
individual taste and needs.

1

4

5

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Silentia Hinges

Futura
Runners

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Pacta Hinge

Wind
Lift System

1 - Hinges and mounting plates
2 - Lifting systems
3 - Sliding systems
4 - Runners
5 - Drawers

/ OPEN /

Brochure

ULTRA PARTICLEBOARD
Arauco Ultra PB particleboard is prized for
superior face and machinability characteristics
that are critical for surface applications. Ultra PB
is manufactured predominantly with softwood,
producing a high performance panel with
exceptional smoothness.

For every type of movement… the answer is Salice.
A comprehensive range of products that combines
excellence in research-based design and technical
expertise to provide solutions for every domestic
furniture application.

Ultra PB products are available in flexible sheet sizes
or cut to your specifications. Ultra panels are ECC™
certified for emissions and may contribute to LEED
point eligibility.

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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HARDWARE:

HARDWARE:

PRIDE AND DEERWOOD FASTENERS

PRACTICAL PRODUCTS

Pride Industrial is a premier manufacturer of hardware
for the woodworking industry. We firmly believe in top
quality products and the most reliable service.
Our extensive product lines include: elegant designs
of handles and knobs for cabinetry and furniture; hand
carved wood such as corbels, bar brackets, island
posts, onlays and vanity legs. Functional hardware that
includes lazy susan’s, shelf standards and brackets;
a full line of concealed hinges; slides, including 3/4”
extension, full extension, undermount and soft self
close; shutter hardware and desk grommets.

Manufacturing and supplying industrial
quality hand and power tools to the laminate,
woodworking, and flooring trades since 1961
Practical Products Co. has been a leading
manufacturer and supplier of industrial quality
hand and power tools to the laminate,
woodworking, and flooring trades since 1961.
Our products are known and sold throughout the
world by over 500 distributors both near and far.
We are the only true source of Plasti-Cut files.

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

/ OPEN /

Brochure

Brochure

Brochure

Deerwood Fasteners™ is a leading supplier of High
Quality Fasteners manufactured exclusively for
woodworking applications. We service our nationwide
customer base from our headquarters in Conover, NC
and a regional warehouse in California.
Our products include Hinge and Hardware screws in
a variety of finishes, Zip Drivers (Self drilling, SelfCounter sinking assembly screws), Painted Head
Cabinet Installation screws, Decking screws, Face
Frame screws, Drawer Front Adjuster Screws and
much, much more.

855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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HARDWOOD

HARDWOOD

LUMBER

LUMBER

DOMESTIC SPECIES: HARDWOOD

DOMESTIC SOFTWOOD AND IMPORTED SPECIES

• 4/4 through 16/4. All lengths and grades
• S2S, SL1E and ripping available

A comprehensive assortment of Domestic and Imported Options

• Width sorted Red Oak, Hard Maple, and Poplar
• S4S, Sanding and Custom millwork packages including custom knife grinding available

DOMESTIC SPECIES: SOFTWOOD

Alder

Ash

Basswood

Birch

Cherry

Hickory

Maple
Birdseye

Maple
Curly Soft

Cedar /
Aromatic

Cedar /
Western Red CVG

Fir /
Vertical Grain

Southern
Yellow Pine

Cypress

White Pine /
Eastern Knotty

IMPORTED SPECIES
Maple
Hard

Maple
Soft

Oak White,
Rift & QTR

Oak White

Oak - Red,
Rift & QTR

Oak Red

Poplar

Walnut

TED Talks:
How Hardwood Lumber
Improves Our Lives
– Criswell Davis | Hardwood Expert
WATCH NOW

Criswell Davis
Hardwood Expert

For your worldwide import sourcing needs, including the highest quality mills in Africa and South America.
To ensure prompt supply of exotics and imports, Hardwoods import consolidation yard is located in Leland, North Carolina.

Anigre

Bubinga

Cedar Spanish

European
Steamed Beech

Jatoba
Brazilian Cherry

Mahogany African

Paduak

Sapele

Teak

Wenge
855-650-3265

Lacewood

www.rugbyabp.com
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Servicing North America
33 LOCATIONS

5 LOCATIONS

31 LOCATIONS

CANADA
USA

Hawaii

Tampa, FL
813-888-6824

Albuquerque, NM
505-924-2270

Charlotte, NC
704-494-0703

Kernersville, NC
336-993-8686

Olathe, KS
913-738-8074

Savannah, GA
912-965-1061

Amarillo, TX
806-352-2382

Chattanooga, TN
423-332-1377

Las Vegas, NV
702-248-0050

Phoenix, AZ
602-252-3696

Wilmington, NC
910-794-7225

Atlanta, GA
404-699-3900

Columbus, GA
706-565-5337

Los Angeles, CA
909-466-7315

Portland, OR
503-692-3322

Birmingham, AL
404-792-2290

Dallas, TX
214-638-5161

Moonachie, NJ
201-807-9701

Roanoke, VA
540-857-0425

Blakeslee, PA
570-646-6724

Denver, CO
303-296-7260

Nashville, TN
615-885-0355

Rockford, IL
815-965-9439

Boise, ID
208-336-3911

Houston, TX
713-692-3388

NY Metro – Bronx
718-589-9700

Salt Lake City, UT
801-972-9393

Boston Metro – Stoughton
781-341-9255

Kansas City, MO
816-531-0161

NY Metro – Long Island
631-242-4369

San Antonio, TX
210-657-5944

Toll-Free 1-855-650-3265

www.rugbyabp.com
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